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METHODOLOGY

Background: You’re a celebrity in the computer world! You are barely in your forties, you
are the owner of the stock market comet Mind Hash, a collaborative system for innovators.
But you are also known in media for your razor-sharp analyses of science and pseudoscience in
the world of computers and that is why Time magazine has asked you to comment on debate
surrounding the company James Bond.

These last few months the news has been teeming with sensational claims of a stock price
forecast application allegedly able to predict trends with ninety percent accuracy. The author
is Henry James, dropout student from Computer Science at MIT. We know that the application
is deployed and using ’intelligent agents’ (hence its name), but much more than that is not
known. On the company’s website there are references to very impressive test results and
investors are invited to invest venture capital in the billions in order to finance the development
of a commercial product.

You have accepted the assignment with the secret motive of giving you the opportunity to
give hundreds of thousands of readers insight into scientific theory and methodology . . .

1. The above background is given but the content of the paper is up to you. It should be
at least one A4 and no more than four A4 long and it must be handed in no later than
14 January 2014.
The LADOK grade will be pass/fail, but I will grade the essay A-E and your final grade
in the course will be the mean of essay and exam grades.

2. Your essay must contain at least two epistemological comments and at least two com-
ments on methodology. You may go beyond the course book content.

3. The epistemological comments must be relevant to the source of the commotion.

4. The methodology comments should naturally address the implementation of a scientific
investigation of the site.

5. An image or a diagram always illustrates a news article in the Times.

6. For a higher grade, a readable, exciting and original essay is required. For a passing
grade the essay must be your own work. Have fun creating it!


